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In the past two years, Ukrainian society has experienced deep trans-

formational processes in all of its spheres: political, socio-economic 

and spiritual. The youth of today operate in extreme conditions: con-

ducting military operations on the territory of Ukraine, the transition 
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country means that the crisis has led to a re-evaluation amongst of 

youth. Students are particularly sensitive in this regard and perfectly 
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cial norms. They are a group in which these changes are the most  

vivid, a group corresponding to the new trends in fashion, literature, 
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their value orientations. The study described in this article allows an 

analysis of the causes and nature of social change. Presented in this 

text are statistics on students’ interests and their values   in different 
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study can be helpful in identifying some of the trends emerging in the 

life strategies of contemporary student youth in Ukraine.
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bokich procesów transformacji we wszystkich jego sferach: politycznych, 
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w ekstremalnych warunkach: prowadzenia operacji wojskowych na tery-
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Over the past two years, Ukrainian society has undergone pro-
found transformation processes in all its spheres: political, socio- 
-economic, and spiritual. Today’s Ukrainian youth "nd themselves in 
extreme conditions: military operations on the territory of Ukraine, 
the shift to European values, and "nancial instability in the country 
determine certain crisis processes in the value consciousness of the 
youth. Among the various age groups of the Ukrainian population, 
students re#ect those changes in a most vivid way. %ey are always the 
"rst to respond to the new trends in fashion, literature, cinematogra-
phy, and music, as well as to show extreme sensitivity to something 
new, which, in its turn, manifests itself in value orientations.

Talcott Parsons, an American sociologist, philosopher and so-
cial theorist, while studying intergenerational problems, consid-
ered the youth as an object of social updates and dissent.1 In this  

1    !"#$%&'(&)" !"#$%&'"()*$%$++,-'(./$"#))"*+,-./!"0!1!"234'5$)"1!6!"7'5$8
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context, exploring students as a social and age category, the research-
ers determined one of its major characteristics, namely “liminality”. 
%is particular fundamental property a)ects the formation of values. 
Liminality makes students the most dynamic group of the society 
that responds to the slightest changes in its structure, its political 
and economic transformations, and immediately captures new trends 
in culture. %us, value orientations in general, and those of the stu-
dents in particular, represent a personal system, associated with the 
development of self-awareness and awareness of the position of one’s 
personal “I” in the system of social relations.

Value orientations are one of the most important components of 
personality structure; they de"ne a relatively stable, selective relation 
of a man to a range of material and spiritual values and ideals, which 
are seen as objects, purpose or tools of satisfying the needs of human 
life. Value orientations seem to accumulate our life experience, which 
is gained in the process of individual human development. It de"nes 
our relations to other people, as well as to ourselves.2

Being a  dynamic category, value orientations   are an object of 
constant research (by educators, psychologists, sociologists). Among 
Ukrainian and Polish researchers, the issue has been studied by 
I. Beh, V. Kremen, Y. Peleh, O. Savchenko L. Dyczewski, T. Le-
wowicki, E.  Ogrodzkiej-Mazur, W.  Stróżewski, W.  Zdaniewicz, 
1. Tchorzewski, etc. %e above mentioned researchers refer to the 
category of “value” as to a  methodological landmark in research 
practice, as well as in solving social and educational problems. %ere 
are di)erent approaches to determining the structure of values. For 
example, Tadeusz Levovytsky distinguishes universal values   (right 
to life and freedom, civil liberties, democratic pluralism, life, fami-
ly, etc.); V. Strozhevski de"nes the following groups of values: vital, 
cultural, moral, and religious; there are also values   that are combined 
into the groups of general and speci"c values.3

T. Parsons’ theory of social system and theory of action need to be 
mentioned, as well in this regard. According to these theories, value 
orientation of human action occurs on the level of personal, cultural 

2   0+1234(5$627'(")2#!)":;!"I!J!"7%3K3(L)"7MN5"GOOD)"E!"CCBHCCG!

3   T. Lewowicki, E. Ogrodzka-Mazur, A. Gajdzica, Świat wartości i edukacja 
międzykulturowa, Cieszyn – Warszawa 2003, s. 355.
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and social components of the system. Besides, successful function-
ing of the system requires the following functions, balanced with 
each other: adaptation to the environment; achieving goals; internal 
coordination and integration; achieving the hallmarks that help to 
achieve the chosen direction. %ese functions enable the system to 
maintain stability and balance, as well as to adapt to the changing 
historical conditions.

In the course of our own research, in the context of the above ap-
proaches and based on T. Parsons’ theory of social system and theory 
of action, a number of the most important spheres of students’ life 
have been de"ned in which their values manifest themselves; namely: 
society, future profession, free time, ideals, speci"c values.

A  survey, conducted on the students in the "eld of study “so-
cial pedagogy” (III and IV years of study) at Borys Grinchenko Kyiv 
University in 2015–2016, contribute to determining peculiarities of 
value orientations of the students. Each of the groups of values will 
be discussed separately.

B'90#(*

%e students’ attitude to the country and the society was de"ned 
with the help of their answers to the question “How do the youth see 
their future?”. 62% of the students see their future lives in Ukraine; 
17.6% of the students would like to emigrate from the country, and, 
"nally, the rest 17.6% of the students want to move to another region 
of the country. To the question “What unites you with the Ukrainian 
people?” 59% of the students answered that it is the national language 
and culture; while 33% focused their attention on the same territory of 
residence and shared history. Religion and creed are not value priorities 
for the students and do not a)ect their attitude towards social life.

 ' 8 9 3 1 " 0 ' 8

%e civic values of the students, respect for the country and its 
culture, play the most important role in formation of intelligentsia of 
the nation. After all, especially in terms of the current circumstances, 
Ukraine needs a renewal of the intellectual elite that is able to determine  
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the strategies of development of the state and has a high social value. 
Given the fact that students play an important role in social and po-
litical life of the country, one can focus on the dominant role of the 
youth in building their state and forming a national idea.

Future profession

Professional self-determination of the students in terms of their 
future professions was de"ned by their answers to the question “Your 
choice of professional strategy after graduation.” While 68% of the 
students stated that they will look for an interesting and, at the same 
time, well-paid job, 26% are looking forward to "nd a job where they 
will be able to fully implement their knowledge and skills. Further-
more, 59% of the students dream of a job in a private enterprise, and 
only 15% want to be involved in the sphere of education; the rest of 
the students decided to get a job in some public organization.

 ' 8 9 3 1 " 0 ' 8

During their studies at university the students form a  primary 
program for their lives, which determines the goal and the objec-
tives, related to its further implementation. However, under current 
circumstances, students experience a  serious value crisis and are   in 
dire need of a new social orientation and a clear understanding of 
the causes of what is happening, as well as the prospects for the fu-
ture. %e crisis, di<cult challenges of life and uncertainty encour-
age the students to de"ne for themselves material values, rather than 
spiritual. %e material aspect, unfortunately, dominates the desire to 
ful"ll themselves in their professions. Devaluated pedagogical status 
in Ukraine and low wages lower the students’ interest in the profes-
sion of a teacher.

M%##$(02#

%e values of personal free time are extremely important for stud-
ying one’s inner world, the disclosure of one’s interests and needs. 
When the students were asked the question “What TV programs 
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do you prefer in your free time?”, 56% of them answered they were 
interested in entertaining programs, 21%—in informational and po-
litical programs, 18%—in scienti"c programs. %ese "gures are com-
plemented by the statistics on the students’ preferences in television 
genres. While 61% of the students prefer comedies, only 15% of the 
students watch documentaries. In their free time, almost 50% of the 
students like communicating with their friends, 35% of the students 
spend their free time on studying, self-improvement, and preparation 
for their classes at the University. A disappointing number, only 9% 
of the students, are involved in sports.

 ' 8 9 3 1 " 0 ' 8

Current social conditions form a system of coordinates that de-
"nes the controversial process of the socialization of young people. 
On the one hand, the information saturation in the society is one 
of the reasons why the students seek for some opportunities to take 
a break from important information. But, on the other hand, domi-
nation of the material over the spiritual in the youth’s consciousness 
makes their value choice easier. %e spiritual realm of young people 
is less developed, leading to limited values and undeveloped spiritual 
needs. It should also be noted that the excessive overload of the stu-
dents with information and their addiction to social networks en-
courage them to balance their inner condition and no longer seek for 
virtual reality, but for real live communication with peers and friends.

N-#!3"

%e desire of young people to assert themselves and "nd their 
place in the society is often associated with "nding some ideal, which 
can be taken as a role model to follow. In order to research this valua-
ble aspect, the students were asked the question “Who is a role model 
for you?”. It turned out that 38% of the students take their parents 
as a role model, and the same percentage (38%) of the students do 
not have a role model at all; for 14% of the students, some historical 
"gure is an icon, and for the rest of them—a successful entrepreneur.
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In a society, which experiences a decline in public morality, there 
are no clearly de"ned social value orientations; for this reason, young 
people look for the value orientations by themselves. %e moral world 
of the young generation that only begins its life path is characterized 
by contradictions, or even chaos of competing values. Sociological 
surveys of value orientations of the student youth in the last dec-
ade suggest that a new personality type is currently emerging; this is 
a type of personality that, "rst and foremost, values himself/herself 
and considers that his/her activities and success in life depend sole-
ly on himself/herself. However, even though parents continue to be 
a role model to the young people, the nature of the relationships be-
tween the older and the younger generations has changed. Based on 
theoretical considerations of an American anthropologist, Margaret 
Mead, concerning di)erent types of culture, one can distinguish the 
following types of relationships between the younger and the older 
generations: "rst—when young people learn from the older genera-
tion; second—when they consider the experience of the current gen-
eration and peers as dominant in the formation of value orientations; 
third—is typical for the accelerated pace of modern society, when 
the older generation learns from the young people who develop new 
values and determine the pace of social development.4 %e latter type 
of culture prevails in modern society.

B&#90O9$;!31#"

Speci"c values characterize the students more clearly, help to 
determine the actual lifestyle of the young people, their priorities. 
A wide range of responses have been collected from their answers 
to the question “What is the value of life?”. Almost 30% of the 
students prefer traditional family values, as they would like to "nd 
love and start a family; 15% of the students dream of ful"lling their 
personal ambition in their profession, and almost as many would 
like to achieve material prosperity. Some of the students (8%) have 
a  hedonistic desire “to live in their own pleasure”. Health is not 

4  "<!"<M4)"894:#9*&'!'%!*'6$#"#)&;'<=.*&++,$'5*(!=)$6$+!7)"<>?@A,"BCDD!
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considered to be a  value of great importance for the students, as 
only 6% of the respondents made this particular choice. %e stu-
dents were asked one more inductive question: “What are the issues 
of concern to you?”. Five of the most common answers included 
“lack of interaction with parents” (21%), “material wealth” (18%); 
“personal life and professional aspect” (15%); “search for the mean-
ing of life” (12%); “health” (10%), etc.

 ' 8 9 3 1 " 0 ' 8

Studying the students’ speci"c values is a  characteristic feature 
of an individual worldview, life choices of young people. %e results 
showed the fundamental needs of modern students: family, love, pro-
fessional activity, and health. Under the circumstances of value am-
biguity in the society, the youth’s adherence to the traditional, basic 
values is some sort of “talisman” or “life compass”.

All in all, the leading trend in modern Ukrainian society is a dras-
tic change in the development paradigm. %e military operations on 
the territory of Ukraine, the worsening of socio-economic problems, 
and the decline of public morality change the world of individual val-
ues of the youth, as a re#ection of the new reality. %e objective laws 
of the development of the Ukrainian nation have called into question 
the rationality of many orientations that were previously considered 
as the prioritized areas of development. However, the students’ value 
preferences are still rooted in traditional values. %e Ukrainian soci-
ety is considered to be more traditional than postmodern, and one 
of its major characteristics is the sense of human unity with the past, 
the history of the Ukrainian people. %is particular value has been 
determined by the Ukrainian students that were brought up in an 
already independent country. Furthermore, the students’ value choice 
demonstrates some sort of harmony between the traditional world 
and the world of rapid changes. In this context, it is worth mention-
ing T.  Parson’s argument that the society copes with crises better, 
if its value-regulatory structure—namely, its traditional values—has 
been retained.
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